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Presenter
Presentation Notes
GBF is here tonight to share our observations, concerns and comments on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Coastal Texas Study Coastal Barrier plan that was published October 26. We submitted our official comments to this 2500-page draft feasibility report and environmental impact statement on February 8th. It is available on our website. Will provide that url at the end of our presentation.Right-hand image is the Easten Schedlt gates, SW Netherlands, on an incoming tide.



Galveston Bay Foundation

Mission: To preserve and enhance Galveston Bay as 
a healthy and productive place for generations to 
come.

Four target areas:
– Advocacy
– Education
– Research
– Conservation



Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we have multiple concerns about unintended consequences of large storm surge structures, our main concern is the effect of the proposed gates at Bolivar Roads.Bolivar Roads is about 11,000 feet wide where navigation and environmental lift gates would be placed.The plans for Houston Ship Channel deepening and widening call for a 1200 foot wide channel at Bolivar Roads.  FYI this is the same width as the Maeslant Gate navigational gates on the Nieuwe Waterweg (New Waterway, the Rotterdam’s ship channel).  But that leaves almost 10000 feet that will be spanned by the lift gates and their support structures. Placing these structures would effectively decrease the width of Bolivar Roads by about a third to a half depending on the gate structres that are used.  That can have a profound effect on tidal dynamics, e.g. current speed, volume and range.  This will cause other changes as will be explained.



Bolivar Roads Gate Structures – Plan 
View (Bird’s Eye View)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gate structures at Bolivar Roads. North is left. Port Bolivar on the left; East End of Galveston is to the right. The width of the Bolivar Roads is 2.08 miles - approximately 11,000 feet.1200-foot navigational sector gate (60 foot sill); placed on 2-950-ft wide man-made islands39-100-ft wide environmental lift gates (22 w/ 30 foot sill, 17 w/15 foot sill)0.6 miles (3170 feet) of combi-wall, which is a concrete-reinforced cofferdam like structurePlacing these structures would effectively decrease the width of Bolivar Roads by about 28% (according to the Corps) or even more, based on the GCCPRD study.  That can have a profound effect on tidal dynamics, e.g. current speed, volume and range. That in turn, can impact water quality, habitat and fisheries, as I will discuss later.



Bolivar Roads - Navigation Gate
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Presentation Notes
Navigational sector gates in closed position. Gulf side is to the front.



Maeslant Gate near Rotterdam, NL 
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Presentation Notes
Maeslant Gate on the Nieuwe Waterweg (New Waterway, the Rotterdam’s ship channel) upon which these huge navigational gates are located is about 1,200 feet wide; by comparison, Bolivar Roads is about 10,000 feet wide where a gate would be placed.New Waterway is similar in width to HSC/Galveston Entrance Channel.  HSC is 530 feet wide plus 200 feet wide each for barge lanes plus 70 feet of transition slope, for total of 1000 feet.  USACE is evaluating a 1200 foot width channel, as previously shown.Would need lots of concrete in this deep location to provide base for structures.  And, as shown previously, you need man-made islands given the location of the Galveston Entrance Channel in the pass.



Bolivar Roads – Environmental Gates

Eastern Scheldt, 
Netherlands
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Presentation Notes
100-ft wide passage environmental lift gates. Add the towers and each structure has about a 200-ft footprint. There will be 39 of these (one is for recreational vessel passage).Image from the Eastern Scheldt in the Netherlands on an outgoing tide.



GBF’s Observations on DIFR-EIS – 7 
areas of deficiency 

1. Inadequate analyses of impacts 
to water quality and to Bay 
animals, including critical 
commercial and recreational 
fisheries species

2. Uncertainty in the Tentatively 
Selected Plan (TSP) alignment 
and gate structures

3. Cost-benefit analysis based on 
a TSP that will likely change

4. Inadequate development and 
assessment of nature-
based/non-structural alternative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
7 key deficiencies in the DIFR-EIS:Corps did a decent job of modeling of changes to hydrology and salinity, but we have concerns about other water quality parameters. We have many concerns about impacts to living species. As noted, the levee alignment may drastically change, which would change the type of protection from earthen levees and steel floodwalls to beach dune. Type of gate structures are not yet set.The above may greatly change the benefit-cost ratio.The Corps did not adequately develop and assess a nature-based/non-structural alternative. They only provide anecdotal info on the likelihood of owners of 64,000 structures (those that would be receive damage from a 0.01 annual chance (100-year storm) agreeing to voluntary buyouts. It is an all or nothing option, rather than looking at a combination of nature-based and non-structural solutions. 



GBF’s Observations on DIFR-EIS – 7 
areas of deficiency 

5. No study of alternative that 
utilizes and incorporates 
existing, new or improved 
levees protecting Houston Ship 
Channel industries

6. List of protected lands is 
incomplete, including GBF’s

7. SSPEED Center’s Mid-Bay 
concept was incorrectly 
screened out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
7 key deficiencies in the DIFR-EIS (cont.)Corps did not study an alternative that utilizes and incorporates into the benefits and costs the existing, new or improved levees that protect the HSC industries. We note the Corps did do such an analysis in the “Bookend Project” that proposes enhancing levees in Brazoria, Orange, and Jefferson counties.Corps did not list all the protected lands in the DIFR-EIS, including our Sweetwater property and many of HAS’s properties.SSPEED Mid-Bay concept incorrectly screened out in Step 1 of the Corps alternatives development, as it met Corps planning objectives. It may have not made the final cut (“array”), but this is in error.Next slides will provide more detail on the inadequacies of the studies on impacts to water quality and living species.



GBF’s Environmental Concerns

 Changes to bay 
hydrology and 
chemistry

 Direct and indirect 
impacts to habitat 
and bay species

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are concerned about multiple directs and indirect impacts to Galveston Bay habitats… Changes to bay circulation and salinity; direct and indirect impacts to living species.



Physical Impacts Listed in Corps’ 
DEIS

 Constriction of pass –
27.5%

 Tidal range (difference 
between high and low 
tide) decreased by up 
to 22%

 Tidal prism (volume) 
decreased by up to 17%

 Flow velocity increased 
by up to 6.6 feet/second

 Gulf shoreline will see 
increasing erosion

 Bay shoreline will see 
areas of increasing 
erosion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is from the DEIS.GCCPRD says there’s a 39% constriction in the pass with their proposal, which used barge gates in the place of some of the environmental lift gates. That’s troubling, as barge gates have less constriction.  Makes me wonder about the Corps’ figure being only 27.5%. 



Water Quality & Sediment Transport 
Impacts Listed in DEIS – Effects on 
Wetlands and Oysters

 Water residence time 
will increase = pollution 
impacts?

 Salinities altered – higher 
in times of drought and 
lower in times of flooding 
= impacts on oysters?

 Sediment delivery shift 
from Bay margins to 
middle of Bay = impacts 
on wetlands and oysters

 Intertidal area will 
decrease = loss of 
wetlands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Loading of nutrients can lead to algal blooms, hypoxia (low dissolved oxygen)Bacteria and other pathogens in water; dioxins and PCB pathway to sediments and then food chain – could affect seafood consumption safety.DEIS states that salinities will be decreased on average by 2ppt. But also that in times of flooding, the water will stat lower salinity for a longer duration.  And in times of drought, water will be higher salinity for a longer period. These are when oysters are at their most vulnerable. We’ve seen that in the last 10 years of extreme droughts and flooding and the loss of the oysters.  Are we pushing them to the brink? Sediments won’t be delivered to wetlands and will be delivered to channels and oyster reefs = more dredging costs and more oyster mortality? Keep in mind that oyster reefs are already vulnerable due to unnatural relief.Approximately 3,375 acres of wetlands along the interior of the bay are expected to be indirectly impacted resulting from altered hydrology primarily leading to eventual deterioration of those habitats.



Potential Impacts to Fisheries Species, 
Dolphins and Turtles

 Can finfish and crab 
successfully spawn and 
reproduce?

 Can larval shrimp, crab 
and finfish survive the 
trip back into the Bay?

 Will dolphins by 
impacted?

 Will endangered sea 
turtles be impacted by 
changes to Gulf 
shoreline and passes?
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Presentation Notes
For example, we are concerned about the movement and survivability of adult and larval forms of shrimp, fish and crabs as they make their way to and from the Gulf via Bolivar Roads and San Luis Pass.  Changes brought by gates, such as abundance of these species, may have profound effects on the whole ecosystem.  I will talk about the potential impacts later in the presentation.80% of the tidal flow into and out of Galveston bay occurs at bolivar roads, and the barrier is estimated to reduce the volumes of tidal flow.” Any restriction of that pass will significantly impact the species that rely on it for their lifecycles, including: brown and white shrimp, blue crab, gray snapper, red drum, specs, sandies, southern flounder, Atlantic croaker, black drum, sheepshead, gafftop, and gulf whiting. These species have been documented as traveling through the Bolivar roads pass during their lifecycles.- TIRN Public Comments 



Sample DEIS Language -
From Executive Summary, page xxi (emphasis added):

“Preliminary studies… show that the surge barrier gates 
proposed as features of the Coastal Barrier Alternative 
may affect wetland functions by constricting tidal 
exchange and the associated sediment transport and 
altering hydrosalinity gradients. This, in turn, could 
potentially impact the ecology of the Galveston 
Bay estuary and the fish, birds, and wildlife 
species that depend on the resources provided by 
wetland and marsh habitats. …Additionally, estuarine 
modeling… shows that construction of the surge barrier 
gates could reduce flow into and out of Galveston Bay 
and increase velocities along the opening of the gates 
during specific times. These effects could have long-
term impacts on estuarine habitats and fauna
within the bay.”
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Presentation Notes
I read the italicized language to show the nebulous nature of the language.We need more solid info.



Sample DEIS Language -

From Section 5.4.4.2.1 on fisheries impacts 
(emphasis added):

“The predicted reduced flow and increased 
velocities could impede the migrations and 
movements through Bolivar Roads of various 
life stages of fish into and out of the Galveston 
Bay system.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the flavor of the discussion on impacts to movements of critical fisheries species…



GBF’s Overall Comments and Action 
The DIFR-EIS does not meet requirements in the 
Code of Federal Regulations for an EIS.

In our official comment letter, we stated that we 
could not support the Corps’ current proposal due 
to these deficiencies and requested that they 
prepare a Supplemental DEIS to address them, 
and provide an opportunity for public review.

GBF, along with other NGOs, provide info pages 
and comment letters. Ours is at: 
https://galvbay.org/get-involved/coastalbarrier/.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
40 CFR 1502.16 Environmental consequences40 CFR 1502.14 Alternatives including proposed actionIn our comment letter, we will ask for a public comment period long enough for folks to review the documents and submit their comments. We will ask for a series of public meetings during that period. Public comments are due February 8th, so we want to share the following information with you. We will provide a sample comment letter on our website for your use by next Thursday.At this time we are NOT supporting or opposing any concept. We are asking for complete environmental studies. If we can get some assurances that impacts are minimized and acceptable, we may be able to get behind a concept.  And we think that the idea of an Upper Bay Houston Ship Channel area levee/gate or Mid-Bay concept should not be ruled out and instead fully studied for environmental impacts. Levees at individual plants/groups of plants to protect the Bay from spills from petroleum and petrochemical spills need to be mandatory.  

https://galvbay.org/get-involved/coastalbarrier/


Extra Slides



U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Coastal Texas Protection and Restoration 
Feasibility Study
(Coastal Texas Study) –

Draft Integrated Feasibility Report and 
Environmental Impact Statement
(DIFR-EIS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wanted to clarify the subject for tonight. We are commenting on the Corps study that has recommended a coastal barrier. Ike Dike, proposed by Dr. Bill Merrell of TAMUG, is also a coastal barrier, and has same elements of the Corps’ alternative but it is not the same thing. The Corps plan is much closer to another concept that you may have heard of, the Gulf Coast Recovery and Protection District’s (GCCPRD) Recommended Plan. Not a surprise, as prior federal legislation required Corps to take GCCPRD’s study, in particular, into account.As you may already know, some elected officials have recommended a wet beach alignment using a fortified dune instead of the “behind the roads” alignment with a levee and floodwalls that it appears that the Corps has proposed.



Timeline - Studies and Reports – to be 
completed by 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a 5.5-year feasibility study/NEPA EIS report. Started in November 2015 and is supposed to end in February 2021.



Coastal Storm Surge Barrier – previously 
known as Alternative A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coastal Texas Protection and Restoration Feasibility Study – selected plan – Alternative A (Coastal Storm Surge Barrier)Go through basic components:Levee from High Island to Port Bolivar (green line)Gate structures at Bolivar Roads – more on that in next slide (blue line)Levee from the west end of the seawall to San Luis Pass, where it ends just short of the pass (green line).Ring levee around the east end of Galveston Island (red line; triangles are pump stations)Non-structural on the West side of the Bay (white hatched area) – possibly elevating structures, flood-proofing, buyouts, etc.  The Corps states in the DEIS that the alignment is subject to change, but based on our information, it earthen levee north of Hwy 87 on the peninsula and FM 3005 on Galveston Island. There would be areas where it is floodwall (T-wall).



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide also shows the ecosystem restoration components of the plan, e.g. beach nourishment, marsh restoration, GIWW “protective island” restoration.



Galveston Bay Rim Storm Surge Barrier –
previously known as Alternative D2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coastal Texas Protection and Restoration Study – Alternative D2 (Galveston Bay Rim Storm Surge Barrier) - was not selected as TSP.



Timeline Until Construction Complete 
(lower end estimate) - 2035

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lower end estimate of 12 years to fund, design and construct. It is estimated that construction will take 10 years. Note upper estimate puts end of construction at 2041.



Resulting Human Impacts…
 Direct impacts to homes 

and businesses from 
construction

 Indirect impacts to 
homes and businesses -
construction and post-
construction

 Impacts to commercial 
and recreational fishing 
harvests

 Impacts to related 
industry and businesses –
commercial fishermen, 
hospitality, bait and 
tackle retailers, guides

 Ecotourism industry – loss 
of birding habitat



Corps of Engineers – Coastal Texas 
Protection and Restoration Feasibility Study



Corps of Engineers – Coastal Texas 
Protection and Restoration Feasibility Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cross section of Bolivar Roads showing depths.







Impacts Seen in The Netherlands –
Eastern Scheldt (De Ronde, 1990)

 Tidal range (difference 
between high and low 
tide) decreased by 15-
20%

 Tidal prism (volume) 
decreased by 30%

 Intertidal area 
decreased by 30%

 Salt marsh area 
decreased by 60%

 Loss of intertidal and 
salt marsh destroyed 
large feeding area for 
birds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In The Netherlands, there were changes to the Eastern Scheldt (an estuary on the Dutch SW coast) from the building of the large lift gates.  A 1990 study by De Ronde stated the following effects of the Eastern Scheldt gates: Tidal range (difference between consecutive high tide and low tide) decreased by 15-20%Tidal prism (volume) decreased by 30%Intertidal area decreased by 30%Salt marsh area decreased by 60%Loss of intertidal and salt marsh destroyed large feeding area for birdsNote – not all of the loss of intertidal area and salt marsh can be solely attributed to the lift gates because the Dutch also have filled wetlands and estuary waters to create land and they diverted some rivers. But these changes to tidal range and volume are profound.



Potential Impacts in Galveston Bay 
from Ike Dike
(M. Ruijs, 2011 Master’s Thesis – 2D Modeling)

 Reduction in flow area of 
Bolivar Roads

 Reduction in tidal prism 
(volume)

 Increased speeds in 
Bolivar Roads resulting in 
scour

 Decreased speeds inside 
the Bay resulting in 
sedimentation of channels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dutch TU Delft student M. Ruijs 2011 Master’s thesis found the following 2D modeled effects of Ike Dike on Galveston Bay. Here are some of the findings:40-60% reduction in flow area of Bolivar Roads20-39% reduction in tidal prismCurrent speeds in Bolivar Roads increased 4.3-5.2 feet/second – resulting in scourCurrent speeds inside the Bay decreased 19-37% - resulting in sedimentation of channelsMore of the ebb flow is directed to HSCMore of the flood flow is directed to sides of BayBlocking of sediment by barriers and redistribution of sediment due to decrease in tidal prism could exacerbate the sediment deficit problem in the BayResidence time of water in the Bay will increase – decreased salinity, increase in concentration of contaminantsChanges to habitats – tidal flats and marshes MAY decrease – needs more investigation



Potential Impacts in Galveston Bay 
from Ike Dike
(M. Ruijs, 2011 Master’s Thesis – 2D Modeling)

 More of the ebb flow is 
directed to HSC

 More of the flood flow is 
directed to sides of Bay

 Blocking of sediment by 
barriers and redistribution 
of sediment due to 
decrease in tidal prism 
could exacerbate the 
sediment deficit problem 
in the Bay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dutch TU Delft student M. Ruijs 2011 Master’s thesis found the following 2D modeled effects of Ike Dike on Galveston Bay. Here are some of the findings:40-60% reduction in flow area of Bolivar Roads20-39% reduction in tidal prismCurrent speeds in Bolivar Roads increased 4.3-5.2 feet/second – resulting in scourCurrent speeds inside the Bay decreased 19-37% - resulting in sedimentation of channelsMore of the ebb flow is directed to HSCMore of the flood flow is directed to sides of BayBlocking of sediment by barriers and redistribution of sediment due to decrease in tidal prism could exacerbate the sediment deficit problem in the BayResidence time of water in the Bay will increase – decreased salinity, increase in concentration of contaminantsChanges to habitats – tidal flats and marshes MAY decrease – needs more investigation



Potential Impacts in Galveston Bay 
from Ike Dike
(M. Ruijs, 2011 Master’s Thesis – 2D Modeling)

 Residence time of water 
in the Bay will increase –
decreased salinity, 
increase in 
concentration of 
contaminants

 Changes to habitats –
tidal flats and marshes 
MAY decrease – needs 
more investigation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dutch TU Delft student M. Ruijs 2011 Master’s thesis found the following 2D modeled effects of Ike Dike on Galveston Bay. Here are some of the findings:40-60% reduction in flow area of Bolivar Roads20-39% reduction in tidal prismCurrent speeds in Bolivar Roads increased 4.3-5.2 feet/second – resulting in scourCurrent speeds inside the Bay decreased 19-37% - resulting in sedimentation of channelsMore of the ebb flow is directed to HSCMore of the flood flow is directed to sides of BayBlocking of sediment by barriers and redistribution of sediment due to decrease in tidal prism could exacerbate the sediment deficit problem in the BayResidence time of water in the Bay will increase – decreased salinity, increase in concentration of contaminantsChanges to habitats – tidal flats and marshes MAY decrease – needs more investigation



Ruijs’ Recommendation

“The effects of the changing hydrodynamics, water 
quality and morphology on the ecology should further 
be investigated by an ecologist. It should be 
investigated what the effects are on the habitats and 
its flora and fauna.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dutch TU Delft student M. Ruijs 2011 Master’s thesis found the following 2D modeled effects of Ike Dike on Galveston Bay. Here are some of the findings:40-60% reduction in flow area of Bolivar Roads20-39% reduction in tidal prismCurrent speeds in Bolivar Roads increased 4.3-5.2 feet/second – resulting in scourCurrent speeds inside the Bay decreased 19-37% - resulting in sedimentation of channelsMore of the ebb flow is directed to HSCMore of the flood flow is directed to sides of BayBlocking of sediment by barriers and redistribution of sediment due to decrease in tidal prism could exacerbate the sediment deficit problem in the BayResidence time of water in the Bay will increase – decreased salinity, increase in concentration of contaminantsChanges to habitats – tidal flats and marshes MAY decrease – needs more investigation



Study and Understand  
Environmental Impacts
■ Ensure that we fully evaluate impacts to 

make an informed decision
■ Fiscally responsible to understand those 

impacts ahead of time
■ Consistently heard that we would learn 

lessons from the Dutch
■ Mitigate impacts where necessary





Requirements of an EIS – Environmental 
Consequences:



Corps public meetings



For more information on the 
Coastal Texas Protection and 
Restoration Feasibility Study:

Corps and TGLO page:   
coastalstudy.texas.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And stay tuned for resources via GBF…



Become a GBF member!

www.galvbay.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Join!See our Green Tips.  Go to our website and click on the Green Thing Guy. In your own yard!  Sign up on wiredin.cc.Take part in activities.Advocate – SB 2445 (Uresti) sailed through.  Right now HB 4268 Boater Waste (Hunter) hung up in Texas House calendars committee.  Call your rep!Senate Bill 3  Environmental flows.  See handouts.
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